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Abstract
|The paper studies the design of eﬃcient disinflation programmes in open
economies using the sacrifice ratio, that is, the cumulative additional unemployment or cumulative lost output required to achieve a one percent
sustained reduction in the rate of inflation, as the metric of eﬃciency. The
’new Keynesian’ Phillips curve first proposed by Calvo has a zero sacrifice
ratio: costless disinflation is possible, because the inflation process is purely
forward-looking. There is inertia or rigidity in the price level but not in the
rate of inflation.
More interesting inflation kernels for which current inflation is partly
forward-looking and partly back-ward looking have a positive sacrifice ratio.
Real exchange rate appreciation early in the disinflation process may raise the
sacrifice ratio relative to a policy that keeps the real exchange rate constant.
The sacrifice ratio is lower under gradualism than under ’cold turkey’. Efficient disinflation policies may, however, be time-inconsistent and therefore
not credible.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to explore what the literature of the past 40odd years can tell us about the design of eﬃcient disinflation programmes in
open economies suﬀering from moderate inflation. The analysis is restricted
to those implications that can be drawn solely from a consideration of the
wage and price inflation ’block’- what we shall call the inflation kernel. Surprisingly, it turns out that it is possible to say quite a bit about the cost of
disinflation, and about ways of minimising that cost, simply by considering
the inflation kernel. Other conclusions, for instance those related to the role
of the exchange rate in the disinflation process can be reached on the basis
of the inflation kernel plus a rather uncontroversial assumption about the
long-run relationship between inflation and the value of the real exchange
rate.
Because of this focus on the inflation kernel, there is no scope for considering such key issues as the institutional arrangement for the conduct of
monetary and fiscal policy - central bank operational and/or target independence, budgetary rules etc. Nevertheless, our analysis does point to possible
problems, when the inflation process is at least in part forward-looking, with
the credibility of policy announcements and with the ability to commitment
to eﬀective policy rules.
The paper studies how diﬀerent kinds of nominal rigidities (price level
inertia and inflation inertia) should aﬀect the design of eﬃcient disinflation
strategies. Eﬃciency is measured by the sacrifice ratio, the undiscounted
cumulative additional unemployment incurred (or output lost) in order to
achieve a given sustained reduction in the rate of inflation. The various
models of the inflation process considered in what follows are assumed to be
structurally invariant under the kind of disinflation policies (or policy rules)
considered in the paper. This assumption of a constant structure means that
we must limit, in our interpretation of the models’ properties, the range of
inflationary experiences that we can hope to shed light on. With the possible
exception of the New Classical model (and possibly of the New Keynesian
model as well), the models studies here are only useful for the study of low
and moderate inflations or deflations. For practical purposes, low inflation
means any rate below 5% per annum, and moderate anything below, say, 20%
or 25% per annum. High inflation, let alone hyperinflation, would destroy
the nominal rigidities in the wage and price contracting processes that are
central in what follows. During periods of high inflation or hyperinflation,
the coeﬃcients representing the structural dependence of current inflation on
past inflation would turn out to be endogenous variables rather than constant
parameters. If there are fixed costs associated with changing the frequency
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with which wage and price contracts are revised, or with changing the way
prices and wages are mapped from the economic environment within which
firms and workers operate, the constancy assumed for the parameters in our
models can be assumed to reflect threshold eﬀects: unless inflation is assumed
to rise suﬃciently high for a suﬃciently long period of time, the contracting
structure remains constant.
The paper considers a sequence of models, diﬀerentiated only by the nature of the core inflation process, that is, by the specification of the augmentation term in a conventional-looking price Phillips curve. First, we consider
a number of backward-looking core inflation processes: exogenous, static,
adaptive and generalised adaptive. Next comes the New Classical Phillips
curve or supply function. Here the gap between the actual and the natural
rate of unemployment depends on the current price surprise. Expectations
are rational. Finally we consider core inflation processes which imply that
current inflation is a function both of past inflation and of anticipated future
inflation. We shall call these ’mixed models’. This includes the New Keynesian Phillips curve as the special case for which current inflation depends on
anticipated future inflation but not on lagged inflation. There are interesting diﬀerences within the class of mixed models between those for which the
weight on future anticipated inflation exceeds that on past inflation (’mainly
forward-looking mixed models) and those for which the opposite holds. For
the mainly backward-looking mixed model - the model we consider to be
the most relevant and interesting for policy purposes - there is an interesting conflict between eﬃcient and credible disinflation strategies. Finally, we
consider the eﬀect on the sacrifice ratio of hysteresis in the natural rate of
unemployment.

2

Wage and Price Dynamics in an Open Economy

We base our analysis on a prima-facie old-fashioned augmented Phillips curve
model of an open economy. It turns out that both the New-Classical and the
New-Keynesian inflation kernels are special cases of the final, quasi-reduced
form of our model. We start with a conventional wage Phillips curve. Money
wage inflation depends inversely on the unemployment rate, u, our index
of deflationary pressure in the labour market. Money wage inflation also
changes one-for-one with ’core inflation’. A vast range of alternative views
on the nature of the wage-price process can be characterised transparently
through diﬀerent interpretations and specifications of ’core inflation’. ’Core
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inflation’ refers to persistence or momentum in the inflationary process. This
can be due to a variety of behavioural (e.g. expectational) and institutional
(e.g. contracting) features of the wage-price setting process. Formally, until
the next section, ’core inflation’ is simply part of the drift parameter in the
wage inflation equation. We view the wage inflation equation as representing
the behaviour of workers searching and negotiating in the labour market.
The core inflation term in the open economy wage Phillips curve should
therefore be interpreted as the core inflation rate of a cost -of-living index,
that is something like the consumer price index (CPI) or the retail price
index (RPI). The rate of inflation of the consumer price index is denoted
π̃(t) ≡ ∆p̃(t), where p̃ is the (logarithm of the) cost-of living index. Core CPI
inflation is denoted π̃c . The rate of inflation of the ’gross’ price of domestic
output (not the GDP deflator, because domestic output may be produced
using imported intermediate and raw materials inputs) is denoted π ≡ ∆p̃,
where p is the (logarithm of the) domestic producer price level. The rate
of inflation of world prices (in foreign currency) is denoted π ∗ ≡ ∆p∗ where
p∗ is the (logarithm of the ) foreign price level; π w ≡ ∆w, where w is the
(logarithm of the) nominal wage, denotes the growth rate of money wages;
the depreciation rate of the nominal exchange rate is denoted ε ≡ ∆e where
e is the (logarithm of the) nominal spot exchange rate (the number of units
of home currency per unit of foreign currency). The coeﬃcient γ (the drift
term in the wage Phillips curve), can be interpreted as the target growth of
real wages pursued by workers.
π w = γ − αu + π̃ c
α > 0

π̃ = ωπ + (1 − ω)(π ∗ + ε)
1≥ω≥0

(1)

(2)

The share of imports in the consumption bundle is denoted ω.
An empirically plausible price equation makes the domestic producer price
a constant proportional mark-up on ’normal unit variable cost’. Unit variable
cost is the sum of unit labour cost and unit import cost per unit of domestic
gross output. Variables with overbars denote the normal, that is, cyclically
adjusted, values of the corresponding variable. The share of labour cost in
total variable cost is λ, the growth rate of average labour productivity is γ L
and the growth rate of average import productivity is γ N The markup pricing
3

model implies the following equation for the rate of inflation of domestic
producer prices:
π = λ(π̄ w − γ̄ L ) + (1 − λ)(π̄ ∗ + ε̄ − γ̄ N )

(3)

The open economy Phillips curve is therefore given by:
π̃ = π̃ c − αu + γ − γ L − ω(1−λ)
γ N + (1−ωλ)
(π ∗ + ε − π̃)
ωλ
ωλ
[π̄ ∗ + ε̄ − γ̄ N − (π ∗ + ε − γ N )]
+π̄ w − γ̄ L − (π w − γ L ) + ω(1−λ)
ωλ

(4)

Note that, cet. par., the rate of inflation is higher when normal unit
labour cost inflation exceeds current unit labour cost inflation and/or when
normal unit import cost inflation exceeds current unit import cost inflation.
Inflationary pressures are also lower if the country’s terms of trade are
improving (that is, if its price competitiveness is worsening). When domestic
inflation exceeds world inflation π̃ > π ∗ + ε, the worker’s real consumption
wage (which is defined in terms of the cost-of-living index p̃, rises relative
to the real product wage that determines the demand for labour by firms,
which is defined in terms of the domestic producer price index p. Workers’
real wage aspirations can be satisfied to a greater extent through relatively
cheaper import prices rather than through higher money wages. This has a
dampening eﬀect on inflation, that is of course only present as long as the
terms of trade are improving. If and when the terms of trade improvement
unwinds and π̃ < π ∗ + ε, inflationary pressures are enhanced.
The (long-run) natural rate uN , is the unemployment rate that prevails
when actual inflation equals core inflation, normal unit variable cost inflation equals actual unit variable cost inflation and the real exchange rate is
constant. That is, π̃ = π̃ c , γ L = γ̄ L , π̄ w = π w , π̄ ∗ = π ∗ , ε̄ = ε, γ̄ N = γ N ,and
π ∗ + ε = π. It follows that
£
¤
uN ≡ α−1 γ − γ L − (1 − λ)λ−1 γ N

(5)

The natural rate of unemployment will be lower the greater the value
of α,,the responsiveness of wage inflation to unemployment, the lower the
target growth rate of real wages, γ, and the higher the growth rates of labour
productivity, γ L and import productivity, γ N .
The open economy price Phillips curve can now be written as
(1−ωλ)
∗
π̃ =
h π̃ c − α(u − uN ) + ωλ (π + ε − π̃)
i
∗
∗
+ π̄ w − γ̄ L − (π w − γ L ) + ω(1−λ)
[π̄
+
ε̄
−
γ̄
−
(π
+
ε
−
γ
)]
N
N
ωλ
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(6)

In whathfollows, we work with a slightly stripped-down version of 6. iThe
expression π̄ w − γ̄ L − (π w − γ L ) + ω(1−λ)
[π̄ ∗ + ε̄ − γ̄ N − (π ∗ + ε − γ N )] is,
ωλ
like the deviation of the actual from the natural rate of unemployment, a
cyclical variable (when the economy is in a downturn, normal unit variable
costs increases are likely to be below actual unit variable cost increases (actual
profit mark-ups decline). We can capture this as a weakening (but not a
reversal) of the negative eﬀect on inflation of a larger gap between the actual
and the natural unemployment rate. Let ρ ≡ e + p∗ − p̃ be the (logarithm
of the) real exchange rate, a measure of competitiveness or the reciprocal of
the terms of trade, and πρ ≡ ε + π ∗ − π̃ the growth rate of competitiveness
or the growth rate of the real exchange rate. We therefore simplify 6 to
π̃ = π̃ c − β(u − uN ) + δπ ρ
β, δ > 0

3

(7)

The Sacrifice Ratio and the core inflation
process

One useful, operational measure of the output or employment cost of reducing inflation is the sacrifice ratio. This is defined as the cumulative increase
in the unemployment rate (or cumulative reduction in output) required to
achieve a one percentage point sustained reduction in the rate of inflation.
Changes in unemployment at diﬀerent dates are summed without any discounting. The principal reason for the absence of discounting is that, for the
class of models we shall consider, it is simpler to calculate the undiscounted
cumulative total. The approach says nothing about the nature or magnitude
of the gains from achieving a sustained reduction in inflation. It only studies
the cumulative employment or output foregone in order to achieve such as
sustained reduction.
For our augmented open economy Phillips curve model, the sacrifice ratio
depends on four key features. First, the responsiveness of wage inflation to
unemployment. Second, the determinants of the core inflation rate, and
in particular the degree of inertia or persistence in core inflation and the
extent to which core inflation is forward-looking. Third, the behaviour of
the real exchange rate from the beginning till the end of the disinflation
process. Fourth, the determinants of the natural rate of unemployment, and
especially the question as to whether the disinflation process itself can aﬀect
the natural rate, that is, whether the natural rate is hysteretic.
5

3.1

An Exogenous Natural Rate

In this subsection, the natural rate is treated as exogenous and, for simplicity,
constant. Note that a permanent reduction in the actual rate of inflation has
been achieved when the core rate of inflation equals the actual rate of inflation
at the new lower level. When that happens, the actual rate of unemployment
can be set equal to the natural rate again and the lower actual and core rates
of inflation will persist forever.
3.1.1

Exogenous core inflation

The review of disinflation in open economy models with backward-looking
core inflation found in the next subsections is essentially a restatement of
Buiter and Miller [7]. The simplest approach to core inflation is to treat it
as exogenous and, for simplicity, constant:
π̃ c = π̃ c

(8)

This includes the original non-augmented Phillips curve as a special case
with π̃ c = 0. In a closed economy (δ = 0), when core inflation does not
respond at all to past, present or anticipated future inflation or policy actions,
a permanent increase in unemployment is required to ensure a permanent
reduction in inflation. In this case, to get inflation lower by 1% for one period,
unemployment that period will have to rise by β −1 %. To keep inflation at the
new lower level, unemployment will have to stay at that higher level. The
sacrifice ratio, σ, is therefore infinite in this case. In an open economy (δ > 0),
the same result holds, if the process of achieving a sustained reduction in the
rate of inflation has
P∞no permanent eﬀect on the level of the real exchange
rate (that is, if
t=1 π ρ (t) = 0). If, on the other hand, the process of
achieving a sustained reduction in the rate of inflation is associated
with an
P
permanent appreciation of the real exchange rate (that is, if ∞
π
(t)
< 0),
t=1 ρ
the sacrifice ratio will be lower. Note, however, that only a process of
permanent further depreciation (an infinite real appreciation of the level of
the real exchange rate) is required to keep the sacrifice ratio finite, if core
inflation is exogenous. Equation 9 provides the general expression for the
sacrifice ratio when core inflation is exogenous. Assume the reference path
for unemployment is u = uN . The initial period is t = 1. Note that
∞
∞
∞
X
X
£
¤ δX
π̃(t) − π̃ c +
(u(t) − uN ) = −β −1
π ρ (t)
β
t=1
t=1
t=1
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(9)

The sacrifice ratio is therefore given by

σ = −β

−1

∞
δX
lim j +
π ρ (t)
j→∞
β t=1

(10)

We will maintain in what follows that the process of achieving a sustained
reduction in the rate of inflation has no permanent eﬀect on the level of the
real exchange rate, that is
∞
X

π ρ (t) = 0

(11)

t=1

Assumption 11 asserts that, in the long run, our economy has classical
features. In the short run, with a floating nominal exchange rate, a process
of disinflation is likely to be associated with an appreciation of the real exchange rate. Many models, including the ’overshooting’ models have this
property.1 What 11 asserts is that such short-run anti-inflationary benefits
1

We can provide a quick-and-dirty simple macromodel that supports these conclusions.
Let m be the logarithm of the nominal money stock, i the domestic short nominal interest
rate, i∗ the exogenous and constant world short nominal interest rate, y the logarithm
of real GDP, and f an exogenous demand shifter, which could represent fiscal shocks or
shocks to external demand.
m − p̃ = k(y + p − p̃) − ξi
k, ξ > 0

y
ζ 0, ζ 1

= −ζ 0 (i − π̃) + ζ 1 ρ + f
> 0

u = φ0 − φ1 y
φ1 > 0

i(t) = i∗ + Et ε(t + 1)

(LM)

(IS)

(Okun’s Law)

(UIP)

∆m ≡ µ
The foreign price level is exogenous. For simplicity the world rate of inflation can be
takes as constant. The growth rate of the nominal money stock is the policy instrument.
Assume that, at least in the long run, the growth rate of the nominal money stock is
constant.
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of real exchange rate appreciation have to be handed back in at some time
later during the disinflation process. It does not aﬀect the (undiscounted)
cumulative unemployment cost of achieving a sustained reduction in the rate
of inflation.
With exogenous core inflation and an exogenous natural rate, the sacrifice
ratio is infinite

σ=∞
3.1.2

Static core inflation

We next consider the case where this period’s core rate of inflation equals
last period’s actual rate of inflation:2
π̃ c (t) = π̃(t − 1)

(12)

1
δ
u(t) − uN = − [π̃(t) − π̃(t − 1)] + π ρ (t)
β
β

(13)

In this case

Now we only need a temporary increase in unemployment in order to
achieve a permanent reduction in inflation. In fact, by raising employment
by β −1 for one period only (say during period 1), we can reduce inflation that
period by 1%. The next period, (period 2) we can reduce unemployment back
to its initial level (uN ). Core inflation in period 2 is the actual level of inflation
during period 1. Inflation from period 2 on can therefore be kept permanently
at the new lower level even though unemployment from period 2 on is back
at the natural rate. From 13 it follows that.
Together with 42 and 43, and a rule for the nominal money stock, this constitutes a
complete model that produces Ball’s result. Note that, at the announcement date of the
future monetary contraction (a permanent reduction in the future rate of growth of the
nominal money stock, say), both m and p are predetermined. The initial stock of real
mone balances is therefore. Lower future monetary growth increases future unemployment
(temporarily). This reduces current inflation and increases the demand for real money
balances. With the real money stock given, output has to go up and unemployment falls.
The real exchange rate is unaﬀected. The closed economy version of the model has ζ 1 = 0
and drops the UIP condition.
2
One possible interpretation of core inflation is expected inflation.
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∞
X
t=1

[u(t) − uN ] = β −1

∞
X
t=1

[π̃(t) − π̃(t − 1)] + δβ −1

= β −1 [π̃(∞) − π̃(0)] + δβ −1

∞
X

∞
X

π ρ (t)

t=1

π ρ (t)

t=1

Assumption 11, that the disinflation process has no permanent eﬀect on
the level of the real exchange rate, then implies that the sacrifice ratio for
this case is given by:
σ = β −1

(14)

The sacrifice ratio will be lower the greater the responsiveness of inflation
to the unemployment rate, β. As regards the sacrifice ratio, there are no
gains to or losses from concentrating the unemployment in one period or
spreading it out over many periods. Nor does it make any diﬀerence whether
the unemployment is earlier or later. Of course, the benefits from lower
inflation will accrue earlier if the unemployment costs are incurred earlier.
3.1.3

Adaptive core inflation

In the adaptive core inflation process, current core inflation is a convex combination of lagged core inflation and lagged actual inflation.
π̃ c (t) = ηπ̃(t − 1) + (1 − η)π̃c (t − 1), 0 ≤ η ≤ 1

(15)

Using 7 to eliminate the actual inflation rate from 15, we get
π̃ c (t + 1) − π̃ c (t) = −ηβ [u(t) − uN ] + ηδπ ρ (t)
Remember that a permanent 1% point change in the actual rate of inflation is achieved once there has been a change of 1% point in the core rate
of inflation. A 1 point change in the core rate of inflation can, for instance,
be achieved through a one-period increase in unemployment of (βη)−1 . More
generally,
∞
X
t=1

[u(t) − uN ] = −(ηβ)−1

∞
X
t=1

[π̃ c (t + 1) − π̃ c (t)] +

∞
δX
π ρ (t)
β t=1

∞
δX
= −(ηβ) [π̃(∞) − π̃(0)] +
π ρ (t)
β t=1
−1
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Again making the assumption, given in 11, that a sustained reduction
in the rate of inflation is not associated with any permanent change in the
level of the real exchange rate, the sacrifice ratio for the case of adaptive core
inflation is given by:
σ = (βη)−1

(16)

The sacrifice ratio is lower the greater β, the responsiveness of inflation
to unemployment and the greater η, the speed of adaptation of core inflation
to past inflation. Again, neither the timing (sooner vs. later), nor the concentration of the unemployment (bunched in a few or even in a single period
vs. spread out over many periods) aﬀects the sacrifice ratio. Note that the
two previous models of core inflation are special cases of the adaptive case.
3.1.4

Generalised adaptive core inflation

Now consider the case where core inflation is a more general distributed lag
function of past actual rates of inflation

π̃ c (t) = A(L)π̃(t − 1) =

∞
X
i=0

ai π̃(t − 1 − i)

(17)

We want the augmented Phillips curve to have the (long-run) natural rate
property, that is,

A(1) ≡

∞
X

ai = 1

i=0

This means that, if the actual rate of inflation is constant forever, the
core rate of inflation will equal the actual rate of inflation. The long-run
Phillips curve is vertical.
>From 7 and 17 it follows that
π̃(t) = A(L)π̃(t − 1) − β [u(t) − uN ] + δπ ρ (t)

(18)

π̃ c (t + 1) = A(L)π̃ c (t) − A(L)β[u(t) − uN ] + A(L)δπ ρ (t)

(19)

and that
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It follows that
∞
X
t=1

[u(t) − uN ] = −β −1
= −β

−1

∞
∞
X
£
¤ δX
A(L)−1 π̃ c (t + 1) − π̃ c (t) +
π ρ (t) (20)
β
t=1
t=1
∞
X
t=1

∞
δX
A(L) [1 − LA(L)]π̃ c (t + 1) +
πρ (t)
β t=1
−1

Note again that, assuming 11 holds, the sacrifice ratio will be independent of the behaviour of the real exchange rate during the disinflation process.
For these general adaptive core inflation processes, for which current core inflation can depend on inflation arbitrarily far in the past, the sacrifice ratio,
that is, the cumulative unemployment cost of achieving a sustained reduction
in the rate of inflation, can be approached quite intuitively by characterising the properties of sequences of unemployment that can bring the inflation
rate from a given constant level π ∗ for t < 0 to another constant level π ∗∗
for t ≥ 0. Tedious calculation shows that for this case (as indeed in general
(from 20)), the sacrifice ratio is given by

σ≡−
P∞

µ P∞

t=0 [u(t) −
π ∗∗ − π ∗

uN ]

¶

=β

−1

∞
X
(1 + j)aj

(21)

j=0

+ j)aj is the mean lag of the lag operator 1 − LA(L).
The three previous core inflation processes are special cases of 17. Exogenous core inflation is the special case where ai = 0 for all i. Static core
inflation is the special case where a0 = 1 and ai = 0 for i > 0. The adaptive
core inflation process is the special case where ai = η(1 − η)i . As expected,
the sacrifice ratio is lower the lower β and the shorter the mean lag in the
core inflation process.
j=0 (1

Conclusion 1 When the core inflation process is backward-looking, the sacrifice ratio is independent of the behaviour of the real exchange rate during
the disinflation process. The sacrifice ratio depends only on the responsiveness of wage inflation to pressure in the labour market and on the mean lag
in the inflation process.
Conclusion 2 Because the sacrifice ratio is independent of the speed and
timing of the disinflation process when the core inflation process is backwardlooking, it is eﬃcient to disinflate immediately and speedily, as in that case
the gains from lower inflation come sooner.
11

Non-linearities Thus far, the eﬀect of the gap between the actual and the
natural unemployment rates on the rate of inflation (holding constant core
inflation and the growth rate of the real exchange rate) has been assumed to
be linear. The early work of Phillips and others postulated a strictly convex
relationship like the one shown in 22 below
π̃
f (0)
f0
f 00

=
=
<
>

π̃c + f (u − uN ) + δπ ρ
0
0
0

(22)

The strict convexity of f provides a familiar argument for gradualism:
disinflation is subject to diminishing returns. From the point of view of lowering the sacrifice ratio, it is therefore better to spread it out over multiple
periods rather than concentrating it all in a single period of high unemployment. The empirical evidence on the importance and statistical significance
of non-linearities in the (conditional) unemployment-inflation trade-oﬀ is ambiguous. From here on we restrict the analysis to the linear case.
3.1.5

Costless disinflation 1: the New Classical wonderland

The first example of a wage-price process for which costless disinflation is
possible, is the open economy version of the ’surprise supply function’ cum
rational expectations, popularised by the New Classical macroeconomics literature of the 1970s and 1980s. In our open economy Phillips curve model,
we obtain the New Classical variant by equating core inflation in period t
with the rate of inflation expected, in period t − 1, to prevail in period t, that
is
π̃ c (t) = Et−1 π̃(t)

(23)

where Et−1 is the conditional expectation operator for expectations formed
at time t − 1. Rational, or model-consistent expectations imply that
π̃(t) = Et−1 π̃(t) + ε(t − 1, t)
where ε(t−1, t) is the rational forecast error in period t for forecasts made
in period t − 1. Since ε(t − 1, t) is a rational forecast error,
12

Et−1 ε(t − 1, t) = 0
Inflation is no longer a predetermined state variable. There is no structural inflation persistence or inertia. Inflation can adjust instantaneously and
costlessly to credible announcements about future policy. It follows that the
sacrifice ratio is zero: costless disinflation only requires credibility:
σ=0
In a closed economy (δ = 0), with a surprise supply function and rational
expectations, policy cannot influence the first moment of the distribution
of real output, employment or unemployment.3 In an open economy, equilibrium unemployment can be aﬀected by policy to the extent that policy
(whether anticipated or unanticipated) can aﬀect the rate of depreciation or
appreciation of the real exchange rate.
u(t) = uN − β −1 ε(t − 1, t) + β −1 δπ ρ (t)
3.1.6

Mixed backward-looking and forward-looking core inflation

Neither the old-style, backward-looking core inflation models nor the New
Classical wonderland model are satisfactory vehicles for analysing the inflation processes and the design of eﬃcient disinflation policies in advanced
industrial countries or in the advanced transition countries that stand on the
threshold of EU accession. Policy-relevant models should incorporate the
following two key features of the inflation process in these countries. First,
the inflation rate is, in part, anchored in the past. For low and moderate of inflation rates, there is a structurally invariant degree of persistence
or inertia in the inflation process. Second, the inflation process is in part
forward-looking. Anticipations of future policy actions do influence current
wage and price setting. Credibility matters for the sacrifice ratio but is not
in general suﬃcient to achieve costless disinflation.
Equation 24 below makes current core inflation a convex combination of
last period’s inflation and of current expectations of next period’s inflation.
This specification is in the spirit, if not the letter, of Taylor-style staggered,
3

Even with a surprise supply function, and rational expectations, it may still be possible to influence higher moments of the conditional and unconditional distribution of real
variables. See e.g. Buiter [4].
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overlapping contract models (see Taylor [13], [14]) The model of equation 24
is closest to the staggered overlapping real wage contracting variant of the
Taylor model proposed by Buiter and Jewitt [6] and popularised by Fuhrer
and Moore [9].
π̃ c (t) = (1 − θ)Et π̃(t + 1) + θπ̃(t − 1)
0≤θ≤1

(24)

Substituting this into 7 yields
π̃(t) = (1 − θ)Et π̃(t + 1) + θπ̃(t − 1) − β[u(t) − uN ] + δπρ (t)

(25)

We will refer to the model of equation 25 as the mixed model. The version
with 0 ≤ θ < 12 will be called the mainly forward-looking mixed model; the
version with 12 < θ ≤ 1 will be referred to as the mainly backward-looking
mixed model.
>From 25 it is clear that, since π̃(t + 1) will depend on u(t + 1) and on
period t+1 expectations of π̃(t+2), it is reasonable to postulate the following
form for a solution that is both mathematically acceptable and economically
meaningful:

π̃(t) = A0 π̃(t − 1) + B0 [u(t) − uN ] +
+C0 π ρ (t) +

∞
X

∞
X
i=1

Bi [Et u(t + i) − uN ]

(26)

Ci Et π ρ (t + i) + S(t)

i=1

The coeﬃcients A0 , Bi , Ci , i ≥ 0 and the process S(t) are found by
substituting the proposed solution into the model and equating coeﬃcients
between the resulting equation and the proposed solution.4 . Everything on
the right-hand-side of 26 except for S(t) constitutes the ’minimal state, fundamental solution’. The term S(t) denotes the remainder of the solution.
It can either involve non-fundamental or ’sunspot’ variables (that is, variables not present in 25) or non-minimal state representations involving the
fundamental variables.
4

Use is made of the ’Law of Iterated Projections’, Et Et+j (x) = Et (x), j ≥ 0, (the
earlier expectation of a later expectation is the earlier expectation). This is an immediate
application of a fundamental property of conditional expectations, provided that the information set conditioning expectations at an earlier date is not richer than the information
set at a later date. We assume for simplicity that the current state is known, that is,
Et π̃(t) = π̃(t).
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The undetermined coeﬃcients are solved for from:
A0 = [1 − (1 − θ)A0 ]−1 θ
©
ªj
Bj = − [1 − (1 − θ)A0 ]−1 (1 − θ) [1 − (1 − θ)A0 ]−1 β, j ≥ 0
©
ªj
Cj = [1 − (1 − θ)A0 ]−1 (1 − θ) [1 − (1 − θ)A0 ]−1 δ, , j ≥ 0
Et St+1 = [1 − (1 − θ)A0 ](1 − θ)−1 St

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

The two solutions for A0 and the corresponding solutions for the other
coeﬃcients and processes are given in 31 and 32:5
θ
A0 = 1−θ
Bi = −(1 − θ)−1 β, i ≥ 0
Ci = (1 − θ)−1 δ, i ≥ 0
Et St+1 = St

A0 = 1
¡ ¢i −1
Bi = − 1−θ
θ β, i ≥ 0
θ
i −1
Ci = ( 1−θ
)
θ
θ ¡
¢δ, i ≥ 0
θ
Et St+1 = 1−θ St

(31)

(32)

We have a linear rational expectations models with constant coeﬃcients
whose homogeneous part is a second-degree diﬀerence equation. When there
are two roots, one of which is weakly stable (modulus less than or equal to 1)
and one of which is unstable (modulus greater than 1), we would choose the
stable one to drive the predetermined state variable. In equation 25, except
when θ = 0, the rate of inflation, π̃, is a predetermined state variable. We
want the homogeneous part of our proposed solution in equation 26, that is,
π̃(t) = A0 π̃(t − 1), to be non-explosive.
5

θ
1−θ

and 1 are the two roots of the homogenous equation of 25 (1 − θ)Et π̃(t + 1) −
π̃(t) + θπ̃(t − 1) = 0.
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θ
For A0 = 1−θ
, A0 increases monotonically with θ over the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤
¡ θ ¢
1
1. Also, θ > 2 implies A0 > 1, and indeed limθ↑1 1−θ
= ∞. We therefore
θ
1
1
use A0 = 1−θ for θ ≤ 2 and A0 = 1 for θ ≥ 2 .
For θ ≤ 12 , that is, for the mainly forward-looking model, the solution
looks as follows:

π̃(t) =

·

¸
∞
X
θ
−1
Et [u(t + i) − uN ]
π̃(t − 1) − (1 − θ) β
1−θ
i=0
−1

+(1 − θ) δ

∞
X

(33)

Et π ρ (t + i) + St

i=0

(34)

S(t) = Et S(t + 1)

For θ ≥ 12 , that is, for mainly backward-looking model, the solution looks
as follows:

−1

π̃(t) = π̃(t − 1) − θ β
+θ−1 δ

¸i
∞ ·
X
1−θ
i=0

¸i
∞ ·
X
1−θ
i=0

θ

θ

Et [u(t + i) − uN ]

(35)

Et π ρ (t + i) + S(t)

S(t) ≡ 0 for θ >

1
2

= Et S(t + 1) for θ =

(36)
1
2

Note that, when θ = 12 , that is, when future expected inflation has the
same weight as past inflation, the solution given by 33 and 34 is the same
as the solution given by 35 and 36. When θ > 12 , that is, when the model
is mainly backward-looking, the sunspot component of the solution has to
equal zero if the sunspot is not to blow up in expectation (see 32).
Disinflation when the inflation process is ’mainly forward-looking’
Consider first the case where θ ≤ 12 and the inflation process is mainly
16

forward-looking. Assume that condition 11 holds and the disinflation process
does not permanently aﬀect the real exchange rate.
The solution for the inflation rate becomes
·

¸
X̀
θ
π̃(t) =
π̃(t − 1) − (1 − θ)−1 β lim
Et [u(t + i) − uN ] + St
`→∞
1−θ
i=0
S(t) = Et S(t + 1)

(37)

(38)

Solving 37 forward we find
·

θ
lim π̃(t) = lim
t→∞
t→∞ 1 − θ

¸t

(39)

π̃(0)

¸k
t ·
X
X̀
θ
+(1 − θ) β lim
lim
Et [u(t − k + i) − uN ]
t→∞
1 − θ `→∞ i=0
k=0
¶k
t µ
X
θ
+ lim
St−k
t→∞
1−θ
k=0
−1

The first term on the RHS of 39 vanishes because 0 ≤ θ ≤ 12 . Equation 39
has to hold for all processes driving the gap between the actual and natural
unemployment rates. We assume that, in the long-run, the actual and natural
unemployment rates are the same and that there is a constant long-run rate
of inflation. The second term on the RHS of 39 therefore also vanishes
Using 38, this implies

St =

µ

1 − 2θ
1−θ

¶

lim Et π̃(t + i)

i→∞

(40)

Before considering the mainly forward-looking case in detail, we consider
the special case of the purely forward-looking process, θ = 0. This is of
interest because it is prominent in the New Keynesian literature.
Costless disinflation 2: the New Keynesian wonderland When θ =
0, that is, when only expected future inflation aﬀects current inflation and
past inflation has no weight at all, the model reduces to the canonical timecontingent New Keynesian model developed by Calvo [8] (see also Ball [1],
Ball, Mankiw and Romer [2] and Mankiw [12]). The model simplifies to
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π̃(t) = Et π̃(t + 1) − β[u(t) − uN ] + δπρ (t)

(41)

Its solution is

π̃(t) = −β

∞
X
i=0

Et [u(t + i) − uN ] + δ

∞
X

Et π ρ (t + i) + St

(42)

i=0

(43)

S(t) = lim Et π̃(t + i)
i→∞

While it is not apparent from 41, the Calvo [8] model that generates
the (closed economy version of) 41, does have nominal price level rigidity
or inertia. In any given period, the initial price level is predetermined. It
does not, however, have inflation rigidity or inertia in the rate of inflation.
Given the appropriate monetary policy support therefore, costless disinflation can be achieved. The title of Mankiw’s [12] paper: ”The Inexorable and
Mysterious Tradeoﬀ Between Inflation and Unemployment”, does therefore
not adequately characterise the (closed economy) version of 41 which figures
prominently in that paper. Given the proper monetary policy, there is no
trade-oﬀ between inflation and unemployment in the New Keynesian universe characterised by equation 41, or, equivalently, by equations 42 and 43.6
Note that, if 11 holds and the disinflation policy does not have a permanent
eﬀect on the real exchange rate, the solution to the New Keynesian inflation
equation can be written as:
∞
X
i=0

Et [u(t + i) − uN ] = β

−1

h

lim Et π̃(t + i) − π̃(t)

i

i→∞

(44)

Credible policies and policy announcements can lower both the long-run equilibrium rate of inflation, limi→∞ Et π̃(t + i) and the current rate of inflation
π̃(t) by equal amounts without the need to go through any transitional (let
alone permanent) unemployment. In Buiter and Miller [7] (for the case of a
closed economy) and in Buiter [5] (for the case of the open economy), inflation processes like 41 are embedded in simple but complete macroeconomic
6

In general, the implementation of the appropriate monetary policies may also require
suitably supportive fiscal policies, owing to the inextricable interconnection between intertemporal monetary and fiscal policy through the government solvency constraint.
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models. The kind of monetary policy that would support costless disinflation
in the Calvo model of equation 41 for which the price level is predetermined,
would be an unanticipated immediate and permanent reduction in the rate
of growth of the nominal money stock, accompanied by an immediate (unanticipated) one-oﬀ increase in the level of the nominal money stock of just
the right magnitude to accommodate the increased demand for real money
balances at the lower rate of inflation (and lower nominal interest rates)
associated with the successful implementation of the policy.
Ball [1] got close to diagnosing the absence of any trade-oﬀ between unemployment and inflation in New Keynesian models à la Calvo, when he
noted that, with the inflation equation given in 41, the unexpected, credible announcement of a future permanent reduction in the growth rate of
the nominal money stock could cause a boom rather than a slump, between
the announcement date and the date the reduction in the growth rate of
the nominal money stock is actually implemented. Given 41, the anticipated
future reduction in monetary growth would, because it raises the future unemployment rate (after the implementation date), reduce the rate of inflation
immediately (that is, at the announcement date). Since (by assumption) the
level of the nominal money stock path is unchanged until the implementation
date, the lower inflation rate will gradually increase the real money stock.
This supports a higher level of economic activity between the announcement
date and the implementation date.
Ball’s analysis and his conclusion are correct. They fail to point, however,
to the key structural feature of the New Keynesian inflation equation - the
absence of inflation inertia. This means that - far from being inexorable,
let alone mysterious - the trade-oﬀ between inflation and unemployment is
absent in the New Keynesian models considered by Calvo, Ball and Mankiw,
as long as monetary policy is designed intelligently.
Strictly speaking, the conclusion that the sacrifice ratio is zero in the
purely forward-looking model carries over to the entire class of ’mainly forwardlooking’ mixed models ( 12 ≤ θ < 1), .although in this case costless disinflation
cannot be achieved in finite time, but only asymptotically.
This can be seen from equations 37 and 40. These imply
·

¸
∞
X
θ
−1
π̃(t) =
Et [u(t + i) − uN ]
π̃(t − 1) − (1 − θ) β
1−θ
i=0
µ
¶
1 − 2θ
+
lim Et π̃(t + i)
1 − θ i→∞

(45)

Assume that the government targets an inflation rate of π̃ ∗ . We determine
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whether, for the inflation process given in 45, the transition from π̃(t − 1) to
π̃ ∗ can be achieved with the unemployment rate always at the natural rate.
From 45, this would require that the following process converges to π̃ ∗ :
¸
µ
¶
1 − 2θ
θ
π̃(t) =
π̃(t − 1) +
π̃ ∗
1−θ
1−θ
·

(46)

Therefore
·

θ
lim π̃(t) = lim
t→∞
t→∞ 1 − θ

¸t

π̃(0) +

µ

1 − 2θ
1−θ

Since 0 ≤ θ < 12 ,

¶

¸i
t ·
X
θ
π̃ lim
t→∞
1−θ
i=0
∗

lim π̃(t) = π̃ ∗

t→∞

(47)

(48)

Thus, asymptotically, the inflation rate can be brought to any level, without incurring any unemployment rate diﬀerent from the natural rate. Unlike the fully forward-looking New Keynesian case, however, for which convergence to the new inflation rate can be instantaneous, convergence with
u = uN will only be gradual (indeed asymptotic) when θ > 0.7
Conclusion 3 In both the New Keynesian (purely forward-looking) model
and in the mainly forward-looking mixed model, the sacrifice ratio is zero.
Achieving any desired change in the rate of inflation can be instantaneous in
the New Keynesian model, but only asymptotic in the mainly forward-looking
mixed model.
For a sustained reduction in the rate of inflation to be achieved in finite
time in this model will require a positive sacrifice ratio. For instance, consider
45 when a sustained reduction to π̃ ∗ is to be achieved in one period, t. The
required unemployment rate in period t satisfies
µ
¶
µ
¶
θ
1 − 2θ
∗
−1
π̃ =
π̃ t−1 − (1 − θ) β[u(t) − uN ] +
π̃ ∗
1−θ
1−θ
or
u(t) − uN = β −1 [π̃(t − 1) − π̃ ∗ ]
Note that π(t + i) = π ∗ and u(t + i) = uN for i ≥ 1, as required.
7

The simple macromodel of Footnote 1 can be used to demonstrate the validity of
the zero sacrifice ratio and asymptotic convergence to the new inflation rate. One policy
experiment that supports this is the unanticipated announcement of an immediate and
permanent reduction in the proportional growth rate of the nominal money stock.
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Disinflation when the inflation process is ’mainly backward looking’
The previous subsection showed that, given intelligently designed monetary
policy, the sacrifice ratio is zero in the mainly forward-looking mixed model
(0 ≤ θ ≤ 12 ). When the inflation process is completely backward-looking
(θ = 1), we are back to the case with static core inflation and σ = β −1 ,
analysed earlier. We now focus on the most interesting case - that of an
inflation process - the mainly backward-looking mixed process ( 12 < θ ≤ 1).
It is obvious from 41 and 35 and 36, that the sacrifice ratio is finite: it takes
(at most) a temporary increase in unemployment to achieve a permanent
reduction in inflation. It is also clear that the sacrifice ratio depends only on
β and θ, and, when θ = 12 , on limi→∞ Et S(t + i).
When θ > 12 (which implies A0 = 1), it is always possible, since there
only is one lag in the inflation process, and the coeﬃcient on lagged inflation
in 35 is unity, to achieve a permanently lower rate of inflation by increasing
(expected) unemployment for just one period. Consider the case where unemployment is raised only in period t, that is, u(t + i) = uN , i ≥ 1. Assume
also, until further notice, that the current and expected future real exchange
rate depreciation rates are held constant. From 35 it then follows that
σ = θβ −1

(49)

As expected, the sacrifice ratio is smaller when the responsiveness of
inflation to unemployment is higher and when the relative weight of past
inflation is lower. Note that the desired full reduction in the rate of inflation
is achieved immediately in this case, that is, in period t. Note that, the path
of inflation over time is given by
π̃ t+i = π̃ t−1 − 1 , i ≥ 0

(50)

Forward-looking expectations and the case for ’delay in implementation’ Again considering the case where θ > 12 and where the path of
the real exchange rate is held constant. We can determine the sacrifice ratio
when unemployment is increased by the same amount in two successive periods, t and t + 1, say. For all subsequent periods, unemployment is kept at
the natural rate. This means
β
β
π̃(t) = π̃(t − 1) − [u(t) − uN ] −
θ
θ
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µ

1−θ
θ

¶

[u(t + 1) − uN ]

β
[u(t + 1) − uN ]
θ
β
β
= π̃(t − 1) − [u(t) − uN ] − 2 [u(t + 1) − uN ]
θ
θ

π̃(t + 1) = π̃(t) −

Since unemployment is, by assumption, the same in periods t and t + 1,
u(t) − uN = u(t + 1) − uN = ū − uN
Therefore,

π̃(t + 1) = π̃(t − 1) −

β
(1 + θ) (ū − uN )
θ2

The unemployment gap we need to maintain for 2 periods in order to
reduce inflation by 1% in two periods (and keep it at that lower level forever
after) is therefore given by

ū − uN =

θ2
β(1 + θ)

The sacrifice ratio is

σ=

µ

2θ
1+θ

¶

θ
θ
< for θ < 1
β
β

This is intuitively plausible. Unemployment in period t + 1 works twice.
First, directly, in period t+1 . Second, during period t, when the expectation
of period t + 1 unemployment depresses period t inflation. Since policy has
both direct eﬀects and announcement eﬀects when expectations are forwardlooking, there is a case for a disinflationary policy taking the form of the
immediate, credible announcement of future contractionary policy measures
that will result in future unemployment. Thus the credible policy announcement should be forthcoming immediately, but the recession it announces
should be postponed into the future, in order for the total, cumulative unemployment cost of achieving a sustained reduction in the rate of inflation to
be as low as possible. Note that this constitutes an argument for gradualism
over cold turkey, provided announcements concerning future policy are credible, that is, provided the policy maker is able to commit to future policy
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actions or policy rules. Gradualism means that the restrictive policy measures and their eﬀect on unemployment and inflation are delayed and spread
out over a number of periods. Cold turkey means that implementation is
immediate and concentrated in a short period of time.
The inflation profile is of course not the same when part of the contractionary package required to achieve a given reduction in inflation (permanently but by some unspecified date) is postponed. When unemployment is
increased by equal amounts in periods t and t + 1, the profile of inflation is
as follows
1
1+θ
π̃(t + i) = π̃(t − 1) − 1 , i ≥ 1
π̃(t) = π̃(t − 1) −

(51)

Comparing 50 and 51, we note that, while the inflation reduction in period
t + 1 and beyond is the same for both unemployment profiles, the reduction
in inflation in period t is larger when all the unemployment in concentrated
in period t rather than being spread equally over periods t and t + 1.
Starting in period t, the authorities could also achieve a permanent reduction in inflation starting in period t + 1 by just increasing unemployment
in period t + 1, and making a credible announcement to that eﬀect in period
t. In this case:
β
π̃(t) = π̃(t − 1) −
θ

µ

1−θ
θ

¶

[u(t + 1) − uN ]

β
[u(t + 1) − uN ]
θ
β
= π̃(t − 1) − 2 [u(t + 1) − uN ]
θ

π̃(t + 1) = π̃(t) −

In this case the sacrifice ratio is
θ2
σ=
<
β

µ

2θ
1+θ

¶

θ
θ
< for θ < 1
β
β

As expected, concentrating the necessary unemployment increase completely in period t + 1 results in an even lower sacrifice ratio than spreading
it evenly over periods t and t + 1. The sequence of inflation rates in this case
is
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π̃(t) = π̃(t − 1) − (1 − θ)
π̃(t + i) = π̃(t − 1) − 1 , i ≥ 1

(52)

Again, while the same inflation rate is ultimately achieved and sustained,
period t inflation is highest when all the unemployment is concentrated in
the later period.
What the logic of the model therefore calls for, if the purpose were to
minimise the sacrifice ratio, is the immediate, credible announcement of (and
commitment to), a delayed implementation of policy measures some time in
the future (the further in the future, the better for the sacrifice ratio).
Note that there is likely to be a credibility problem or commitment problem here. Once the (credible) announcement (in period t) of higher unemployment in period t + 1 (or even further into the future) has had its desired
announcement eﬀect on inflation in period t, the authorities may no longer
wish to incur the higher unemployment when period t + 1 arrives, just to
ensure that their period t commitments are honoured. How would the public
respond to the following policy statement?
”Dear electorate. Several years ago my government announced
that we would create a recession, starting today, in order to
achieve a lasting reduction in the rate of inflation. You believed us. Your wage and price setting practices moderated and
the desired reduction in inflation has now been achieved without,
thus far, any increase in unemployment. There is therefore no
reason, from the point of view of our inflation performance, to
go ahead now and implement the measures that will produce the
recession we promised you all those years ago. However, I cannot
tell a lie. My credibility matters to me. We’ll have the recession
anyway. I look forward with confidence to your support at the
next general elections”
Clearly, the policy announcement of a future policy-induced recession,
with the costs postponed until after the gains have been reaped, would not
in fact be credible. It is true that politics is a repeated game. Therefore,
considerations of repetition and reputation can, in principle, overcome time
inconsistency problems of the kind that arise here, or indeed whenever policy
has announcement eﬀects. It seems questionable, however, that a government
would create a recession when there is no longer any use for it from the point
of view of reducing inflation, simply to preserve its credibility for possible
future policy announcements.
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There are two further qualifications to the proposition that the postponement of disinflationary pain may be good for you. First, the sacrifice ratio
sums the undiscounted increases in unemployment. The authorities may not
in fact be indiﬀerent about the timing of unemployment.8 Second, the inflation profiles are diﬀerent for the three cases, before period t + 1. Inflation
in period t is lowest when the unemployment is all concentrated in period t
and highest when it is all concentrated in period t + 1.
Can the behaviour of the real exchange rate make a diﬀerence to the
sacrifice ratio in the mainly backward-looking model? When θ > 12 , and
therefore S(t) = 0, the inflation process looks as follows:

−1

π̃(t) = π̃(t − 1) − θ β

¸
∞ ·
X
1−θ i
i=0

θ

−1

Et [u(t + i) − uN ] + θ δ

¸
∞ ·
X
1−θ i
i=0

θ

Et π ρ (t + i)

(53)

Even granting the assumption that the disinflation
process does not have
P
a lasting eﬀect on the real exchange rate, that is ∞
E
i=0 t π ρ (t+i) = 0, a given
real exchange rate appreciation at time t followed by a later depreciation of
the same magnitude will have a lasting eﬀect on the inflation rate. Indeed,
an initial real appreciation followed by a later real depreciation that restores
the original real exchange rate will raise inflation and the sacrifice ratio. For
instance, in the Dornbusch ’overshooting’ model of Footnote 1, when 25(with
θ > 12 ) is substituted for the conventional Phillips curve, the real exchange
rate ’overshooting’ that occurs in response to the unanticipated, immediate
and permanent reduction in the growth rate of the nominal money stock,
raises the sacrifice ratio relative to a policy that pursues a constant real
exchange rate throughout the disinflation process.9 The real overshooting
does, of course, provide the anti-inflationary gains earlier. For instance, a
1% real appreciation in period t followed by the expectation of a 1% real
depreciation in period t + 1 (and the actual occurrence of that depreciation
in period t+1) would reduce inflation in period t by δ(2θ −1)θ−2 %, but would
also raise it during period t + 1 by δ(1 − θ)θ−2 % relative to where it would
have been with a constant real exchange rate. The reason is that, from 53,
the future real exchange rate depreciation works twice, once when it actually
occurs, during period t + 1, and once when it is anticipated, in period t. The
earlier appreciation does not have these announcement eﬀects.
8
If the subjective discount rate of the authorities is positive, this would further favour
postponing the unemployment.
9
This would require the use of time-varying fiscal policy.
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Conclusion 4 In the mainly backward-looking model, costless disinflation is
impossible. The sacrifice ratio is always positive (but finite).
Conclusion 5 In the mainly backward-looking model, the unexpected, credible announcement of a given cumulative increase in current or future unemployment has a stronger sustained eﬀect on the rate of inflation the further in
the future it is applied. Equivalently, a given sustained reduction in inflation
can be achieved with a lower sacrifice ratio if the unemployment is postponed
further into the future. However, postponing the unemployment also delays
the achievement of the full reduction in inflation.
Conclusion 6 Technically more eﬃcient disinflation plans that involve the
achievement of some or all of the full anti-inflationary gains through announcement eﬀects of unemployment to be incurred after the anti-inflationary
gains have been achieved, are unlikely to be credible.
Conclusion 7 In the mainly backward-looking model, temporary real exchange rate changes can aﬀect the sacrifice ratio. An early real appreciation
followed by a later real depreciation that takes the real exchange rate back to
its initial level will raise the sacrifice ratio.

4

Hysteresis in the Natural Rate of Unemployment

Hysteresis, path dependence or history dependence is a property of dynamical
systems that have multiple stationary (steady-state) or long-run equilibria.
The long-run behaviour of a dynamical system with multiple steady states
depends on the initial conditions and on transitory shocks along the adjustment path to the steady state. The example given below has a continuum of
steady states, but hysteresis can be present also if there are only a discrete
number of steady states.
The natural rate of unemployment is hysteretic if this period’s value of
the natural rate of unemployment depends on the past history of the actual
rate of unemployment. A simple linear process is shown in 54 below:
uN (t) = ζu(t − 1) + (1 − ζ)uN (t − 1)
0≤ζ ≤1

(54)

This means that the current value of the natural rate depends on the
entire past history of actual rates:
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T −1
X
uN (t) = ζ
(1 − ζ)i u(t − 1 − i) + (1 − ζ)T uN (t − T )
i=0

There are several theories that support the view that the natural rate
may be history-dependent. The first is the human capital decumulation explanation of hysteresis in the natural rate. This holds that the experience of
actual unemployment hurts both the aptitude for work (loss of skills) and the
attitude towards work (demotivation, discouragement). The human capital,
that is, the eﬃciency of the unemployed component of the labour force therefore declines when unemployment is high. This may be especially relevant
for the long-term unemployed and for young labour force entrants who miss
out on labour market experience during the formative years of their lives.
While labour supply in physical units may remain the same, labour supply
in units of eﬃciency or quality falls. The employed become a progressively
smaller influence on the wage bargain.
The second explanation is insider-outsider theory, due to Gregory [10,
Boo], elaborated by Snower and Lindbeck [11] and popularised by Blanchard
and Summers [3]. This views the labour force as segmented between insiders
and outsiders. The insiders are the employed workers, who negotiate with the
employers without taking account of the implications of their wage bargain
for the employment prospects of the outsiders. The outsiders are assumed
to be completely disenfranchised in the wage and employment negotiations
among the insiders. Eﬀective barriers to entry (both by workers and by
new firms employing only outsiders) are required for this to be a robust
equilibrium. When workers become unemployed, they cease to be insiders
and become outsiders. They no longer exercise any restraining influence on
the wage and employment negotiations of the remaining insiders. Again, the
unemployment cease to represent an eﬀective supply of labour.
An explanation in the same spirit as the human capital theory of hysteresis in the natural rate is the physical capital stock theory of hysteresis. It notes
that most episodes of disinflation and high unemployment are recessions with
low levels of capital formation. If labour and capital are complements in the
production function, this will reduce the demand for labour. The full employment level of employment therefore falls or the natural rate of unemployment
rises.
For illustrative purposes, we shall combine 54 with 7, and static core
inflation, π̃ c (t) = π̃(t − 1). This yields
π̃(t) = −β [u(t) − uN (t)] + δπ ρ (t) + π̃(t − 1)
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(55)

Equations 54 and 55 imply:
∆π̃(t) = (1 − ζ)∆π̃(t − 1) − β∆u(t) + δ∆π ρ (t) + δζπ ρ (t − 1)

(56)

Note that the change in the inflation rate in period t depends only on the
change in the unemployment rate and not on the level of the unemployment
rate. Consider the case where the real exchange rate is constant. Equation
56 implies that, with hysteresis in the unemployment rate, the sacrifice ratio
is infinite. In the simple case where ζ = 1, and the natural rate this period
equals last period’s actual rate: uN (t) = u(t − 1), .for the inflation rate in
period t to fall by 1%, the unemployment rate in period t has to rise by β −1 %.
If the natural rate were constant, the unemployment rate could be reduced
back to its original level in period t + 1, and inflation in periods t + 1 and
beyond would remain at the new 1% lower level, since core inflation in period
t + 1 equals the lower actual rate of inflation in period t. However, because of
the hysteresis in the natural rate, uN (t + 1) = u(t) and in order to stop the
inflation rate from rising back to its original level, the unemployment rate will
have to stay permanently at its new higher level. While the long-run Phillips
curve is still vertical, it can be vertical at any level of the unemployment rate,
depending on the past history of the unemployment rate. The actual rate
of unemployment drags the natural rate of unemployment with it as time
passes. The restraining eﬀect on inflation from a higher unemployment rate
therefore wears oﬀ over time and ultimately disappears altogether (in our
simple example it is gone after one period). Hysteresis in the natural rate
of unemployment therefore has important implications for the cost-benefit
analysis of anti-inflationary policy: the sacrifice ratio is infinite.1011
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This approach to hysteresis in the natural rate of unemployment is very similar in
spirit to models of wage and price inflation that make the rate of inflation a function of
the change in unemployment rather than its level. A simple example with static core
inflation is given below:
∆π̃(t) = −β∆u(t) + δπ ρ (t)
This specification implies that as soon as unemployment stabilizes, no matter at what
level, inflation stops rising or falling. The sacrifice ratio is again infinite.
11
Many empirical Phillips curves that do have the long-run natural rate property nevertheless have the change in the unemployment rate as a determinant of short-run inflation
dynamics. An example (in a closed economy setting) is the following
π̃(t) = π̃ c (t) − β 0 [u(t) − uN (t)] − β 1 ∆u(t)
β0, β1 > 0
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With hysteresis in the natural rate of unemployment, the sacrifice ratio
will be infinite for all models considered earlier, except for the New Classical
and New Keynesian models, for which the sacrifice ratio is zero and any
desired change in the rate of inflation can be achieved instantaneously. For
the other mainly forward-looking mixed models (those for which 0 < θ ≤ 12 ),
the sacrifice ratio is also zero, but any desired change in the rate of inflation
can only be achieved asymptotically if no unemployment is to be incurred.
One of the reasons why some version of the hysteresis hypothesis continues
to find support is the (casual) empirical observation that estimates of the natural rate of unemployment have, empirically, tended to track the actual rate
of unemployment quite closely. The fact that the natural and the actual rates
of unemployment tend to move together empirically is consistent with the
hysteresis hypothesis, but can also be rationalised with approaches that view
the natural rate as causally independent of the current and past behaviour of
actual unemployment, and of stabilisation policy generally. The natural rate
could, for instance, be driven by structural factors such as normal productivity growth, the balance of bargaining power in the labour market, direct and
indirect tax wedges between the marginal cost of labour to the employer and
the after-tax wage of the worker, unemployment benefits, skills mismatch,
minimum wage legislation, employment ’protection’ legislation etc. The actual unemployment rate could track this exogenous natural rate quite closely
either because the servo-mechanism of the market economy sooner or later
drives the actual and the natural closer together and/or because policy actions in support of stable inflation keep the actual unemployment rate quite
close to the natural rate.
If the hysteresis hypothesis were to be valid, the benefit from unconventional approaches to inflation control would be greatly increased. Even a
temporary incomes policy (or price and wage freeze) could have a permanent
eﬀect on the inflation rate. Equivalently, the ability to override the core inflation process through some kind of incomes policy could reduce the sacrifice
ratio to a finite level or, in the best case, reduce it to zero. Formally, in
our models, such in incomes policy would have to be modeled as a deus ex
machina that permits one to override the ’normal’ inflation kernel at least
temporarily. Whether such a mechanism exists in the real world is doubtful. Past experience with incomes policy in industrial countries like the UK
and the US have been disasters. There is some evidence that in the Nordic
countries and in the Netherlands, social compacts of this kind may have been
The natural rate is exogenous in this example. The contribution of ∆u(t) to the shortrun inflation dynamics is sometimes referred to as a ’speed limit eﬀect’.
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successful. For this to work, a culture of cohesion, consensus and basic trust
between the ’social partners’ and the government must be firmly embedded.

5

Conclusion

The weight-watchers nostrum: ”No gain without pain” applies to the disinflation process as well as to dieting. The benefits from eliminating moderate
inflation cannot be enjoyed without incurring the pain of increased unemployment and lost production. All but two of the models considered in this
review share this property. The exceptions are the New Classical and New
Keynesian models.12 All but two of the models have a finite sacrifice ratio: a
permanent reduction in inflation can be achieved with a temporary increase
in unemployment. The exceptions are the exogenous core inflation model
and the model with hysteresis in the natural rate of unemployment. The
richest model, and the one we consider most appropriate as a framework
for monetary policy evaluation and design in low and moderate inflation
countries is the mainly backward-looking mixed model with an exogenous
natural rate of unemployment - our preferred model. Because it incorporates
forward-looking behaviour as well as inflation inertia, it permits the explicit
consideration of key issues faced by central bankers throughout the industrial
world and in many candidate countries for accession.
The preferred model has the feature that painless disinflation is impossible. It also has the property that policies that reduce the sacrifice ratio
by relying on the announcement eﬀects on inflation today of policies that
produce unemployment in the future, have two weaknesses. First, they may
be time-inconsistent. A commitment to inflict pain (increased unemployment) in the future, after the anti-inflationary benefits have been achieved
in full (making the increase in unemployment unnecessary), is not credible.
Second, even if credible, such policies would delay the achievement of the
anti-inflationary gains relative to a policy that imposes unemployment earlier (and which therefore has a higher sacrifice ratio). Finally, the preferred
model highlights the role of changes in the real exchange rate in the disinflation process. Even if successful disinflation does not alter the long-run real
exchange rate, a policy of disinflation under a floating exchange rate and
with perfect international financial capital mobility is likely to be associated
with an initial sharp appreciation of the real exchange rate followed by a
more gradual real depreciation back to the invariant long-run real exchange
The mainly forward-looking mixed model with 0 < θ ≤ 12 qualifies for a zero sacrifice
ratio only on a technicality: costless disinflation is not possible in finite time, but only
asymptotically.
12
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rate. Such a pattern of real exchange rate variations raises the sacrifice ratio
relative to a policy that keeps the real exchange rate constant. The policy
also speeds up the achievement of the lower inflation target. The preferred
model permits a transparent characterisation of the policy maker’s menu of
choice.
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